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ECG OV 1821 White
Personal scale
Product code: 100000656338
EAN: 8592131307469









4 high precision strain gauge sensors

6 mm impact resistant safety glass

Imperial / metric conversion

Max. weight 180 kg

 Max. weight 180 kg

 Measures in increments of 0.1 kg

 4 high precision strain gauge
sensors

 6 mm tempered safety glass
platform

 Imperial / metric conversion

 Large LCD display (28 mm)

 Indicator of overweight

 Low battery indication

 Automatic ON/OFF

 Power: 3× 1.5 V AAA batteries
(included)
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Technical specification

Power supply Cord less

Type of Battery
3 × 1.5 V AAA

(included)

Product specification

Maximum load (kg) 180

Digital weight type Yes

Measurement
Accuracy (kg) 0,1

Weight (kg) 1

Surface
6 mm impact resistant

safety glass

LCD display Yes

Body water index No

Body fat index No

Muscule index No

User profile
settings No

Daily Calculation of
calories No

Auto OFF Yes

Auto ON Yes

Non-slip Yes

Design

Material Glass/Plastic

Colour White
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Personal scale also as a design accessory
Many of us deal with our weight and carefully watch every extra gram. Some people, on the other
hand, do not watch their weight at all, but just want to know where they are at. Whatever group
you belong to, you should definitely have the personal scale at home, thanks to which you will have
constant information. The fact that the scale can be an elegant addition to the interior design is
proven by ECG OV 1821 with the surface made of 6 mm thick tempered glass. The scale is only 2.1 cm high, which
will make it easier to store it. It can be slid under the bed or stowed away in the closet. However, due to its modern
design you can easily keep it in the bathroom.

It weighs with a maximum deviation of 0.1 kg
Backlit LED display shows the necessary information. The most important thing, of course, is the
weight you display with a maximum difference of 0.1 kg. The scale is also equipped with a metric /
imperial converter. That is if you happen to want to see your weight in other units. The display also
shows practical indicators, which will alert you to an overload or weak battery. The maximum
load capacity of the scale is 180 kg. The equipment also includes the automatic shutoff function. In the event of
prolonged inactivity, the scale switches itself off automatically. So you don't have to worry about draining your
batteries unnecessarily. It is powered by 3 × 1.5V AAA batteries, which are included in the package.
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